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We are hard femmes-femmes promoting DIY ethics,
hard work in hot clothes, critical analysis of our roles in
consumer culture, and celebration of the expanding
possibilities for femme identities.
We are hard femmes standing in solidarity with fellow
femmes-high femmes, tomboy femmes, everyone in
between- and all forms of gender expression, demanding
gender liberation for every last one of us.
And this is the first issue of our hard femme zine-which
we hope will become an ongoing collaborative project
with YOU and many others! In this issue, we focus on
our hard femme bike tour, a five-day ride we took south of
San Francisco. In addition to being toughies on our bikes,
having fun in our bodies, and eating lots and lots of
yummy food, we talked with each other and others we
encountered along the way about gender, femmeness, hard
femmeness. Here we share part of those conversations
with you ...
As well as invite you to joiri us in future conversationscelebratory and critical-of all things hard femme. So
oontact us!
hardfemmecore@gmail.com
Elokin & Pamela
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2.

Doing the above nearly non-stop for five days straight while
riding more than 200 miles on a turquoise bike with pink .
leather toe
Rubbing
homemade
herbal salve in the crotch shammy· of
3
. your spandex shorts, with bike grease caked under your
fingernails and all over your hands.

Rubbing the same salve on your own funky-for-days crotch
with the same bike-greasy fingers and nails inside a nasty
public restroom.

,

~
5.
•

1420 41 st Ave • Cap

Feeling ~lightly proud and tough and such with a new bruise,_:.......,..;.;....:~~
Or, walking around the Monterey Bay Aquarium oblivious to ,
the fact that your post-wipeout knee Is oozing , bloody,
gooey.

6.

Picking a bunch of organic strawberries, stuffing them Into
an~thlng you can find, carrying them around on your bike,
eatmg them on the beach, spending the rest of the day with .
strawberry juice all over your legs.

-

7.

-

Changing a flat on the side of the road, hoop earrings and
rhinestone tiara necklace dangling.

10. Turning rice noodles purple with cabbage juice. Eating them
with carrots, mushrooms, kale, broccoli, onion , and tofu
cooked in peanut sauce, all made with just a hot plate at the
hostel. Eating so much of them you can barely move after
riding all day. Taking pleasure In it.

ving in
city,
My bike becomes a tool to get me from here to there,
a pain to lock up,
a badge of my vulnerability to the death machines driven
all around me ...
It becomes a fuck yo u to ·angry drivers who want me off
"their" streets,
and of course it' s something to look sexy and tough
riding around
in my shortest skirts and spike heels,
passing as many fixies as I can in a day
(which isn' t many most days) .

-

. I'm not in shape for
I've been nervous about this tourlong distance riding right now.
I have done a few bike tours in the past, and loved them
all.
It is so amazing to toke off into the wild world,
with home pocked up on a bike,
fueling your own adventure,
body and bike fused for miles of exploring .. .
I find new parts of me while riding long distanceIt' s a magical privilege to toke time off for rides like
these,
I om so grateful.
But really, it's been a while .
lately I've traded bike rides for long hikes
as the gop between the speed of mys~lf and my usual
bike tour partner sweetie
has grown ever wider.
Still, despite my worry, I know that no matter what it will
be rod,

Hard Femme Lessons
by Pamela
I bang the inside of my right knee while climbing over a
guardrail on day two of our bike trip. "Shit, I'm so stupid.
Why~ I always doing shit like that?" is my first thought,
habitwil Wld automatic. Then, immediately Wld just as
habitually, I start thinking about how tough I'll look with the
new bruise alrt:adY forming. .o

•

•
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This is a common hard femme moment for me: I acqwre a new
scrape, bruise, or scar via clums.iness or just plain continual
m <X> m m
rough Wld tumble-ness. I get do~ o.p myself for it, and I feel ~ ~ ~ ~
shame. Then I imagine how tough I' lllook, and I feel proud. N v ,...... v
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These moments began in girlhood when, as a rural poor and - m

~

then working-class white girl, I wished-just as I'd been taught :J ~ <t
to wish-that I could attain a middle class version of white
~~~
femininity. This brWld of femininity appeared to me to be
.,.___ t; ~
clean, smooth, polished, well-kept. The right skin, in the right ~ w >
~ondition. The Jight fingernails, the right clothes, the right hair, w ~ ~
:all in the right condition. The right products and lifestyle of
· ~ a: G:
leisure and daintiness to IQake it all so. I was always
ffi b ~
simultWleously ashamed about how I didn't possess Wly of

those things--even when I tried super hard, wrucn 1 010 most
of the time-and yet prideful.
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I was proud of the outfits I p~tched together with the help of
~
,
band-me-downs from the church people and the cousins who' d o
moved away, babysitting funds, discount store c_learance racks, 8
.
and my mom's sewing skills, which I would eventually need to
S ~
beg her to put to use, once she' d stopped mending for the
..
. ,:neighbors for grocery money and started coming home too
'tired after working long waitressing and then customer service
_
-·
......
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shifts,
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I was proud of how tough I was. Proud of the adventures I
1went on-bike riding and collecting cans to return, fishing for
crayfish and fmding clam shells in the creek, climbing trees,
digging up bones that I was sure amounted to. new
archeological discovery. And proud of the work J. didpicking rocks or hauling wood because my dad made me, or
sweeping my mom's boss's business parking lot because I
wanted to, calculating the entire time ho';V much money I
would make, how long it would take to save enough to buy
new eye shadow, shampoo, or underwear.

And I was proud of the scrapes, the bruises, the scars. I knew
they meant I was strong- dumsy, yes, but also scrappy, tough,
unrelenting:.unwilling to stop playing or fighting, unwilling tQ
give up. ~ost days I knew they meant that my ass could and·
would survive whatever I had to, and that, at the end of the day,
I'd still want to play with my clothes, my looks, my girlness. .
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Nowadays, as my class location becomes more and more
"' ·
middle class all the time, the hardest ''work" sometimes seems r )
to be learning that I don't have to be tough and busting my ass
all the time. Learning that I can bike for five days straight, eat
well and sleep ~ely the entire time, only to return home to
more time off before ~g a neW' teaching job where the
0
most intense physical labor is at a laptop-which I own, even ifU..
by student loan--<>r during my bike commut~with that
CD
biking being by choice and not economic necessity. Learning (ii
that I do deserve to have time for fun and-even more difficult .
to learn-foi rest.
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I am also starting to learn that, while this new class privile.ge,
like the white privilege I have always possessed, comes ~th •
great responsibility, it need not come with all-consuming. g~lt.
And I'm still learning, all the time and over and over ag~ ·
that I can be proud of my scrapes, my bruises, and .even my

San Francisco to Pigeon Point Hostel

This morning there was some repacking n' snacking to be
z5r

z _ . . ...,.....,

$0W~

and after wedging that one lost cute shirt into our overly
stuffed panniers, we still managed to roll out of town at
the
rd "one hour behind schedule" time .

I was feelin ' all strong and tough as .;..e rocfe in to
Pacifica,
post cute little gardens, ·
and an obscet;~e among of golf courses.
We rolled along lovely bike paths which bordered I

After winding our way up and coasting our way down a
fun section of bike path,
we steeled our nerves for Devil' s Slide.

It's a scary tew miles ot climbing that has earned its
well, wjth no shoulder or visibility for bikes, just like all
the bo_oks and bike maps caution.
Still, it was our best way to get from A to B quickly, and
we did pedal out alive, unhurt. The big payoff was
looking back on an amazing view of the coastline from
h u total redness.
day was such·a thrill of getting the feel again for
nstant motion,
comfortable rhythm of heartbeat in time with legs,
umping and spinning,
owering ourselves along on this adventure with
sexy wheels,
gentle whir of chain over gear~
body and this gorgeous machine in synch,
'ng together towards an amazing journey of
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As we rode we talked polyomory or lock thereof,
slut pride (though I haven' t been on active slut for many
~ ~
years),
and classism in queer communitythat shit is not talked about enough,
. . \.
and is kinda hidden, in my experience of the majority of
queer space I' ve seen and been part of... ~~
what' s up with that? ~
~
As a person of enormous privilege
......,..._........,.. .._..
I try to figure out ways of incorporating recognizing class
and privilege in all spaces, ~ ..l.J ~
all relationships . ~!!
~
Not all the time though, I ovoid it too for sure.
It ain't easy, it' s awkward, hard, damaging at times.
But absolutely necessary, in my opinion,
towards using privilege as a too for social justice and
building cross class solidarity. J,.
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Swanton Berry's U-picky ocked "!l_.little bike socks off.
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They give a 10 % discount to bikers, many hearts for that.
Pamela sat at the picnic tables and journoled in the cold
coastal fog
while I skipped around filling up a whole 3 pack of
strawberries.
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They also hod cups of delicious strawberry apple cider to
warm my small hands around,
and Pamela got two chocolate covered strawberries and
organic coffee with soy milk.
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Hard Femmes like to eat. And these femmes eat a lot.
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Biking our way into the city limit~
we found a cute bike path along the rood
where we had a hard femme moment of lifting our
loaded bikes . . . . ~. ._ ~
over a four foot high fence . _
a ~
Yup, we' re tough and dirty, that's right!
We ore also really sweaty and smell bod,
in a very good way.
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Day3
I Santa Cruz to Monterey

Pamela and I were kinde glad to 'be outta Santa Cruz,

.-... -- -

It' s so intensely segregated,
With it's slightly surreal party beach town vi be
mixed with expensive tourist destinations and
attempts to hide the poverty and exploitation happening
in and all around that town ... 1
•

-.

-

The farm workers wore scarHs and shirts over their faces
1
in a lot of places,
loading crate after of crate of Dole and Drisco
strawberries under unrelenting sun ...

-

..

a tiny sign led us to the tucked away gem
of an honor system farm stand
and a bright purple porta potty all in one.
I gave myself o tour of their little native plant garden,
cob oven, goats and ponies, fields of raspberry.
a super charming acre or two of no-spray.

had an unfortunate accident while attempting to get ou
of the way
for a spandex bike racer wanna be who came barreling
towards me down the bike path
i wiped out completely when I got caught on Pamela's

I.

Aquarium Review:
I gotta admit, I love the shit out of the Monterey Bay
Aquarium. I see how it's fucked up to encage animals,
everyone in the(e looks preHy crammed, some tanks
more than others. And I am not a fan of the pick-up-andtouc.h stations for kids. That does not seem okay. But
th~re is something so magical about getting to see the
creatures of the sea and other water environments, up
close. They have good educational exhibits, though their
"take action " for the oceans section is a bit tucked away
from public use. And they do have rescued animals

Sometimes taking the bus is awesome.
Since we were backtracking anyway,
we decided to just go back along the fun bike trails
and take the bus through the kinda crappy parts,
so we didn't have to repeat them.
A brilliant idea.
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On the way up the steady climb to Big Basin,
1 Some trucks passed us with not so subtle
White s.upremist sticke rs in their back windows.
It's fucked to get the reminder,
so often,
that we are not safe.
Not a s women,
not as queer folks,
not as folks of color.
There is so much hate out there .
. We gotta protect our community,
Create safety in our strength and commitment
to help each other out,
to always stand by,
Pulling ourselves through the easy lure
of a
and resentment.

Joy s
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""l it' s surviving, we gotta do it every day.
,.. So we make it easier on each other,
lift each other up when we can,
ask for help and accept it too ...
I'm working on this,
remembering to be present,
to be mindful and care for myself
and my community,
and not fall into hopelessness.
It's hard for me to believe in change sometimes,
but it's what I' ve ot to ke
So, instead of dreaming violence we dreamed up dyke
possies,
to bring us some relief from the bullshit,
remind us of our strength in numbers,
celebrate ourselves.
And as fate would have it,
so we did 1
Bob-lions and all.

We climbed bear creek, some spots slowly,
with the victory of patching a flat,
and climbing a peak for another fabulous downhill
reward.
The bike route spilled us out on a horrible freeway,
I was counting my lucky stars to make it out alive.
That was the roughest part of the trip,
it felt quite hostile, to say the least.

\ •I

Eventually we made it through the confusing sprawl of
south san francisco

like a moth pulled to flame,
1 found two adorable dykes,
Bein' all sweet on each other during work
Too cute!
..
We got to talking and fit in enough time for a m•m
interview and pictures with them
.
before making it to the caltrain station that was IU~
around the corner
just in the nick of time!
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So, one challenge and joy of our hard femme bike tour
was seeking out queers to interview about gender and
femme, including hard femme , Identities.
We conducted these Interviews In a bar, on the side of
the street, and at a campground. If we dare even use the
word "methodology" here, it is only to say that our
approach was loose, Inconsistent, and totally biased,
Including because of where we rode, who we are, and
how we felt on any given day of the trip. Our sample
might be called random, but Is In no way representative.
That said, we did come up with some Interview
questions while sitting In the sun on a beach In Santa
Cruz, Elokln eating strawberries and Pamela eating spicy
corn nuts and a cheese stick. We didn't necessarily ask
these questions In every single, Interview, b'ut we did ask
them some, and they certainly guided our conversations
to varying degrees.

•

What comes to your mind when you hear the word
"femme"?
What comes to mind when you hear the word
"hard femme"?
How do you identify your own gender? What does
that term mean to you?
Do you Identify as femme? Why or why not?
What is your relationship to femmes?
Are you interested In being Included in this zine?
In contributing to future zlnes?
Is there anything else you'd like to share with
readers of our zine7

The ~w~ bat~rooms.at Saturn were labeled "Robots" ~
and Aliens. The s1gns said, "Are you a robot/alien?~
Be who~ver, whatever you are. ·Our bathrooms are ;,.....
gender neutral and open to all' Saturn customers."
I
_

....._

- - .Ia

Feeling happy about the signage, but shy about
asking someone to direct us to the local gay barhow out and proud and radial queer of us!-we went
back and forth· about who to ask: The person working
our table, whom we read as a white hipster boy? Or
the person we read as a flaming fa~-and adorablethough he wasn't working our table and seemed
pretty busy with the working?

It was about 9 on a Tuesday night. But Elokin- no
longer shy, or at least acting as if-Nmped at the
· first smile, before the bartender could even take ou,r
order of Pear Cider and Bitters with T.onic, and ~sked
the smiler if we could interview her. She said y~s.

Annie, the Icelandic Horse Rider, living In Watsonville
Annie was our first interview, we met her at the Dakota, in Santa Cruz.
She and Elokin hit it off immediately, bonding fast over pony love. She is
incredibly adventurous, as she revealed through the course of our
interview. Much admiration and respect for all her talents and passions.

What comes to mind when you hear the word Femme?
I think of girly girls, Paris Hilto n type kinda girls. Girls who don't wanna
get dirty, are superficial.

What's your gender Identity?
I'm newly bi, just now coming out. I've been interested in women for a
long time but never really did anything about it, so it's kinda new to me.

What comes to mind when you hear " Hard Femme"?
Hardcore rock chick!

What Is your relationship to femmes?
I have a hard time getting along with femmes. One woman I work with
though, she's super cool, everyone calls her the Diva. She's not afraid to
get dirty, she's a dog groomer. She's got so much hairspray in her hair it
doesn't move. but she still gets in there, washing the dogs.
It's hard for me to get along with femmes because I don't like superficial
people. I'm very active you know, I ride horses, ride a motorcycle, I'm
learning to ride mountain unicylces*. I'm not afraid to get sweaty. get
dirty. Then I can go home and get cleaned up and look really nice and
go out. A lot of really feminine girls are just like, "eeew. why do you
play in the dirt?" and I don't have very much in common with them.

Is there anything you wanna say to folks reading this?
Work hard and play harder! My motto, I live by that motto.

When we explained our definition of hard femme, Annie
asked, "Would I be classified as hard femme? I klndo like
thotl,, Hecla yeahl Mountain unlcycllng? She,s o Hard
femme Indeed!

While our notebook, pen, tape recorder, and
relatively sober selves, d,i d not get more "interview
me!" vibes in the Dakota, w,e couldn't leave with on
one interview, especially since we diqn't know how
easily we'd find more queers at the rest of our bike
trip destinations. So, Pamela approached a not-sosober group at the bar, and two brave and friendly
souls agreed to be interviewed If they could do it
ether and not be taped. Of course!

at was most interesting about the
conversation with the duo wa'S their associations with
"hard femme." While they hadn't heard the term
· "hard femme" before, Heather explained that it made
her think of a femme with a different sort of
personality, one "stronger," more "dominating"' and
"domineering." She also thought a hard femme
might wear "darker make up," makeup that is "maybe
not so glittery, glamorous, but more intense," but
she emphasized again that she thought hard femme
had more to do with personality.

Heather described her own gender as ..androgynous,
as a 5 or 6 on a femme to butch scale. As she put it,
she looks more butch-has "short hair, wouldn't wear
dresses or makeup"-but has some femme
tendencies, includ{ng "fluidity In body move ments ."
Heather explalned·that femmes are attracted to her,
more so than people who are androgynous or butch,
and she gets along well with femmes because of
"good emotional connection and comfort." She .noted
she's in "an odd situation," though, when she's
attracted to people who are on th'e more butch side
of the continuum. Then she feels "weird," because
'she "do[es]n't know where they put [her) ."

Friend identified herself as "femme and butch ," as "in
the mldd~ , " as ~not femme or butch," as "both." She
said she wears lipstick, and she "will do everithing,
including turn you o\ler." yet, contrary to her own
gender identification, Friend said that people often
assum~ sh~ is femme simply because of her physical
appearance: · She also lamented that she experiences
femmes as being "mean" to her because of what she
believes Is !Ia com
ve thin ."

The BobUon
Our final interviews took place around a campfirenot the one we (okay, Elokln) had built, which had
gone out some time before-and it was here that one
of our new acquaintances co i(led the terJ!l "Bobllon."
Bobllon captures the major theme of our entire trip.
What does Bobllon mean? We will tell that story, but
first : the story of how we manifested a group of
dykes·to camp next to us on our last night of the
hard femme bike tour.
·

-......

· Riding up hill and into Big Basin on the fourth day of
our trip, we were sick and tire~ of encountering men
behaving badly-We resist the urge to rant about
· that, though we could fill pages. We had lost a water
bottle cage that suddenly and surprisingly fell apart,
· then losing a Klean Kanteen to the street, to be
promptly a!ld Irreversibly smashed by an automobile.
And we had lost our map. Yes, our
Needless to
say, we needed some queers.
e decided that we would meet some when we got to
he campground. Better yet, that we would
ntentionally manifest a group of dykes, w~o would ~
be camping in the spot right next to us . . · · ·

rN

And they·appeared!
We eyed them right away, doing a laydar
conversation full of gendered assumptions, the sort
that only seem okay at all when made by queers just
trying t~ find some other queers.
While Elokin made a fire, on which we cooked
Tofurkey• dogs and corn on the cob for dinnerI she
joked aoout using Pamela as "dyke bait." "Dude,"
Elokln said to PameJa, "we have to talk to them by the
end of the night, don't you think?" lhen, after one of
our fellow campers had passed by on the way from
her site to the bathroom, "you have to wave and say
hi when she
"

We did strike up conversatlol) when one camper was
at the wate'rspout near our site, conversation that we
overanalyzed for further queer clues. Then, after our
C:llnner fire had died, and we realized we only had too
large of chunks of wood left to make a nighttimt} fire,
we did what any self-respecting femmes would do.

n an
mme bike tour
came up, gender became the topic of conversation.
All three of our new friends seemed to lament the
ways existing gender categories don't captu_re all
who they are, the ways people make assumptions
based on gender. Camper 1, the short-haired one
wearing an ·"Olivia" sweatshirt, talked about how ·
rkin
ewi
he

ater gave us some
how others seem to have a hard tim~
both Interests at the same time. Camper 2, the
woodchopper, exclaimed, "they think they've got you
pegged already!" She then described how she likes
to lift weights and wear lacy camisoles. Camper 3,
the tennis coach and PE teacher ... need we say more?

Later, In some sort of conversation about wild
animals that does not Itself warrant memory, Campe
1 said "Boblion" when she probably meant to say
"bobcat." We all laughed. Someone said, "it's a new
species." Someone else exclaimed, "like hard
femme !" Camper 2 rallied , "I'm hard femme! H
five!" And she got her high five.

---·

Bike shorts- Okay, so they are super dorky, but paired
with a cute skirt, they become instantly awesome! And
they save your ass some major pain, so I recommend
'em. Lotsa folks wear them without underwear to save
the potential chafe, I do both. Really, they can be very
helpful, let your guard down to spandex.
Sungl asses- I mostly wear this as a protective barrier
to the debris that flies up as cars pass, they have saved
my eyes many a time from bits of loose alrblown asphalt
and such. get a rockin' pair if you hate wearing them,
like I do.

Gloves- These really help pad your little palms, which
get tired after a long day. Gloves also protect your
hands from getting shredded if you go down like I have
on a few wipeouts, and can look tough. I alsO have a
Iotta wrist pain, and found that the gloves with padding
h~lped with that a bit.

You have no Idea how burned you are getting while you
ride, no matter what the weather. Glob it on, and it's a
good idea to get some with titanium, because that is
impermeable and you will never burn- instead you turn
kinda violet from the zinc, but it's worth it.
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' Butt balm- you can find this at most bike stores, or
make yer own! S<Avt~ 'jou..- ~fS t t>om c~~fi"'~!
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Chopsti ck
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Oh my gosh, the wind will whip the moisture right out of
your l ips, you need this shit, really, mine has spf
because my lips burn right of~
.
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Your f avont e snack
~
~ic\..- '"" b~ fv 01 l
Bring a few of t hese, to tide you through t he rough
~nd ro\o.-~iAil)
parts. I swear, Starbucks got me thor ugh the ride to
~~h"~in'
Monterey, and i f I had my trusty fair t r ade chocolate
bars with me, I would not have fel t such an ass for

sugar i i, rOugh

~:;;:~:;.d~",to feed m/y J
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Water bottles
.
· Go ahead and go over the top with these, you never
know when one might fall off and get run over by a
truck . Carry a full spare bottl e if you're not riding in
urban areas, you never know when you could be grumpy,
tired, and stranded way far away from water and kick
yourself for not bringing more . ........,.~ · . .
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all I ever have needed was headache
meds, calming herbs (rescue remedy or something like
that}, belly ache stuff (I use t iger balm}, rubbing
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alcohol pads and band-~ids. \
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~ FOR YOUR BIKE:
Pump- I never remember to bring one, but they are

.
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. Patch kit- to fi x up most holes so you can reuse your
tube
·
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~Spare tube- j ust in case your tube does get shredded

-~ beyond repair
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Bike lites and r echargeable batteries- fun to put on the
. blinky lights for a mini-disco party when camping!
Tire ir ons- gets your t ire of the r im of your bike so you
can f ix the tube inside. Or, fix yer f lat w ith the tire on
if you're really snazzy (not me, not like that)

Pamela thanks ...
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Jill- whose workshop and zine on bike touring first created ...._.,.•
the space in which I thought, "hmm, maybe I could do that.p
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Ami, Elokin & Ruby.- for organizing my first ever overnight
bike ride, one of the bestest birthday gifts ever.
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Amar- for being a bike diva who must change the world a
little each time he moves through it with his gender
fantabulous bike.
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R - fi>r my first pair of pink-accented bike gloves, as now 1

~now ~etter what I need to ride comfortably, and all future.
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.Jides will be smoother because of it.
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Bethany - for our tandem ride around Mackinao Island.
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Mom & Dad -for making sure I had my first bikes, and
allowing me the freedom to take off and explore on them.
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Elokin - whose compassionately radical hard fel"{lme
friendship sprouts change in the least expected gardens.
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